Bahrain Section

Eshaa M. Alkhalifa

List the activities carried out to foster relations with Industry and the results obtained. List the initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help your Section in your industry-related activities?

- Meeting with Minister of Oil and discussing how the Ministry can support the local IEEE section.
- A meeting with the Minister of Electricity and Water Affairs to discuss how the Ministry can support the local IEEE section.
- Meeting with members of the local Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) and discussing the possibility of signing an MOU.
- 3 February 2019: IEEE AMAIUB executive committee attended the event at Brinc Batelco IoT (The largest telecom company in the country) as part of collaboration with industry.
- 19-21 February 2019: IEEE AMAIUB along with IEEE Bahrain actively participated in organizing the International Conference on 4th Industrial Revolution at Gulf Convention Center, Bahrain and held a booth at the exhibition to represent IEEE activities.
- 18 March 2019: IEEE AMAIUB Executive Committee attended the Digital Business Ecosystem Research Forum which was conducted at Zain e-Learning Center, UoB (The center is under the supervision of a second telecom company in Bahrain).
- A meeting to discuss collaboration with the organizers of the Geoscience Conference and Exhibition (GEO) that will be held in March 2020, and is organized by a large private organization.

List the activities addressed to Students and/or Young Professionals and the results obtained. List the initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help in your students and YP-related activities?

- A free entry IEEE membership development event was organized in the five star Crown Plaza Hotel in order to discuss with existing and future members all the merits of joining IEEE and how their vision of IEEE Bahrain Section can evolve to serve all stakeholders. It was attended by a lot of people both members and non members.
- The AMA University in Bahrain held an Anniversary Event for the formation of the AMA student branch which was attended by the VP Dr Buena Gracia Canzana and Dr. Eshaa Mohammed Alkhalifa, Chair of the Bahrain Section and a meeting was held immediately following the event to discuss how to attract more members to join and be more active in IEEE.
- Dr. Resala Al Adraj started a live programming competition and obtained Tamkeen sponsorship as well as University of Bahrain sponsorship and support. Students were encouraged to join IEEE as they signed up for the competition that was held over three separate events in addition to a training session.
- 19-21 February 2019: IEEE AMAIUB along with IEEE Bahrain actively participated in organizing the International Conference on 4th Industrial Revolution at Gulf Convention Center, Bahrain and held a booth at the exhibition to represent IEEE activities.
- 26 March 2019: IEEE AMAIUB along with IEEE Bahrain hold their booth and had active participation as part of organizing the Charity Dish activity at AMA International University, Bahrain.
- 19-23 April 2019: Ms Nawal, an IEEE AMAIUB student was nominated and supported by the Bahrain Section to attend the 10th GCC Conference and Exhibition Kuwait. This encourages other students to join as members.
- 30 March 2019: IEEE AMAIUB students had active participation as part of organizing the Ghabga Night at AMA International University, Bahrain.
- 24 June 2019: IEEE AMAIUB students attended an event in Brinc Batelco IoT Hub, Kingdom of Bahrain.
- 11 July 2019: IEEE AMAIUB along with Community Engagement CCS and IEEE Bahrain STB organized a public lecture by Dr Leidy Johanna Ortiz Arias, IEEE Colombia STB entitled "IEEE Professional Awareness".
- GEO conference offered the Bahrain SECTION a booth in the exhibition in March 2020 to promote membership and show student showcase.

List the activities carried out to retain and recruit members and the results obtained. List the initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help in your membership-related activities?

- A free entry IEEE membership development event was organized in the five star Crown Plaza Hotel in order to discuss with existing and future members all the merits of joining IEEE and how their vision of IEEE Bahrain Section can evolve to serve all stakeholders. It was attended by a lot of people both members and non members.
- The AMA University in Bahrain held an Anniversary Event for the formation of the AMA student branch which was attended by the VP Dr Buena Gracia Canzana and Dr. Eshaa Mohammed Alkhalifa, Chair of the Bahrain Section and a meeting was held immediately following the event to discuss how to attract more members to join and be more active in IEEE.
- Dr. Resala Al Adraj started a live programming competition for students and obtained Tamkeen sponsorship as well as University of Bahrain sponsorship and support. Students were encouraged to join IEEE as they signed up for the competition that was held over three separate events in addition to a training session.
- 19-21 February 2019: IEEE AMAIUB along with IEEE Bahrain actively participated in organizing the International Conference on 4th Industrial Revolution at Gulf Convention Center, Bahrain and held a booth at the exhibition to represent IEEE activities and students participated.
• 26 March 2019: IEEE AMAIUB along with IEEE Bahrain hold their booth and had active participation as part of organizing the Charity Dish activity at AMA International University, Bahrain. The student branch at AMA ran this activity.
• 19-23 April 2019: Ms Nawal, an IEEE AMAIUB student was nominated and supported by the Bahrain Section to attend the 10th GCC Conference and Exhibition Kuwait. This encourages other students to join as members.
• 30 March 2019: IEEE AMAIUB students had active participation as part of organizing the Ghabga Night at AMA International University, Bahrain.
• 24 June 2019: IEEE AMAIUB students attended an event in Brinc Batelco IoT Hub, Kingdom of Bahrain.
• 11 July 2019: IEEE AMAIUB along with Community Engagement CCS and IEEE Bahrain STB organized a public lecture by Dr Leidy Johanna Ortiz Arias, IEEE Colombia STB entitled “IEEE Professional Awareness”. The student branch ran this activity.
• GEO conference offered the Bahrain SECTION a booth in the exhibition in March 2020 to promote membership and show student project showcase.

List the activities intended to support chapters, affinity groups, and student branches and the results obtained. List the related initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help in your support to chapters, affinity groups, and student branches?

• 21 May 2019: Ramadan Social Gabgha event was held in collaboration with the Society for Excellence and Academic Research.
• 22 January 2019: IEEE AMAIUB, CCS and CE students visited Brinc Batelco IoT hub and attended a talk there encouraging them to consider going into entrepreneurship.
• 3 February 2019: IEEE AMAIUB executive committee attended the event at Brinc Batelco IoT as part of collaboration with industry.
• 19-21 February 2019: IEEE AMAIUB along with IEEE Bahrain actively participated in organizing the International Conference on 4th Industrial Revolution at Gulf Convention Center, Bahrain and held a booth at the exhibition to represent IEEE activities.
• 18 March 2019: IEEE AMAIUB Executive Committee attended the Digital Business Ecosystem Research Forum which was conducted at Zain e-Learning Center, UoB.
• 26 March 2019: IEEE AMAIUB along with IEEE Bahrain hold their booth and had active participation as part of organizing the Charity Dish activity at AMA International University, Bahrain.
• 19-23 April 2019: Ms Nawal, an IEEE AMAIUB student was nominated and supported by the Bahrain Section to attend the 10th GCC Conference and Exhibition Kuwait.
• 30 March 2019: IEEE AMAIUB students had active participation as part of organizing the Ghabga Night at AMA International University, Bahrain.
• 20 June 2019: IEEE AMAIUB students participated in the Programming Competition at UoB and won the third prize.
• 24 June 2019: IEEE AMAIUB students attended an event in Brinc Batelco IoT Hub, Kingdom of Bahrain.
• 11 July 2019: IEEE AMAIUB along with Community Engagement CCS and IEEE Bahrain STB organized a public lecture by Dr Leidy Johanna Ortiz Arias, IEEE Colombia STB entitled “IEEE Professional Awareness”.
• 25 July 2019: Celebrating the first anniversary of launching IEEE Student Branch at AMAIUB, Awarding the past students’ officers and introducing the new officers.
• The international 4th Industry & Revolution Link as below 19-21 Feb2019 https://www.industry4conference.org
• 2019 8th International Conference on Modeling Simulation and Applied Optimization (ICMSAO). Link as below 15-17 April 2019 http://icmsao.uob.edu.bh
• 2019 10th IEEE GCC Conference and Exhibition Link as below 19-23 April 2019 http://sites.ieee.org/saudi-arabia10th-ieee-gcc-conference-exhibition-kuwait.html 10 GCC SYP Congress - Kuwait
• 22nd - 23rd August, 2019, IEEE International Conference on Computing, Electronics & Communications Engineering 2019(IEEE iCCECE ’19) London Metropolitan University, UK
• 19-20 August, 2019, International Conference on Emerging Technologies in Computing 2019 (iCETiC ’19) London Metropolitan University, London, UK
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